1999 chevy suburban fuel filter location

Asked by Wiki User. It may require special tools to remove. I hope this answers your question.
No, a is fuel injected not carburetted. The fuel filter is along the frame. The Chevrolet Suburban
fuel filter is located inside of the gas tank. You will to remove the gas tank in order to change
the fuel filter. In Chevy started putting the fuel filter inside of the fuel tank. It is inside of the fuel
tank. Doesn't have one. Under the vehicle, behind the driver. On the engine block. The filter is
on the drivers side frame rail close to where the rear of the torsion arm is located. It is located
on the driver side. Right below the second door. The fuel filter is located on my 95 burban on
the driver side under the passenger door on the inside of the frame. Purchase a Purolator cabin
filter and it will come with complete instructions on location and how to change it. In Chevy
moved the fuel filter from the drivers side frame rail and put it inside of the fuel tank. Under the
vehicle, drivers side slightly back of center. It's inside the fuel tank. You have to drop the tank to
access the pump. I do not think it has one. If it has one the Purolator filter comes with complete
instructions. The fuel filter on a Suburban is in the fuel tank. Chevy started putting the filter in
the tank in Under the driver side of the truck. Along the inner frame rail. Standing in the front of
the engine it will be on the bottom right rear SIDE of the engine. On the Diesel 6. It has a black
ring with a nipple on top. Its either along the frame on fuel injected engines or in the carburetor.
The Oil filter in under the motor of the truck.. Ask Question. Chevy Suburban. See Answer. Top
Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Is there a fuel filter by the carburetor on your
Chevy Suburban? Where is the fuel filter located on Chevy Suburban? Where is the fuel filter
located on a Chevy suburban? Where is the fuel filter located on a Chevy Suburban? Where is
the fuel filter on a Chevy Suburban located? Where is the cabin air filter located on a Chevy
Suburban? Where is the oil filter located on a Chevy Suburban? Where is the transmissions
fluid filter located on a Chevy suburban? Were is the fuel filter located on a Chevy Suburban?
Where is the starter located on a Suburban? Show you a picture where the fuel filter is located
on a Chevy suburban? Where is the fuel pump located on a Chevy Suburban 5. Where is the
cabin air filter located on a Chevy Suburban ? Where is suburban fuel filter location? Where is
the oil filter located on a Chevy Suburban 5. Where is the fuel filter located on a Chevy S Blazer?
Were is locate oil filter for Chevy Suburban? Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By
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reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Asked by Wiki User. Crawl under your truck they are usually in line in
front of your rear wheels. Chevrolet had quite a problem with some fuel pump electrical
connectors during the mid to late 90s. These connections are located on top of the fuel tank and
not easy to access. You can sometimes jar the connection by rapping the underside of the fuel
tank with a rubber, I repeat, a rubber, not metallic, hammer. This will cause the connection to
wiggle and sometimes make a better connection for the short term. Then, turn the ignition only
to the "ON" position, but not "START" so you won't have to listen above the engine noise , you
should be able to hear the fuel pump come on for a few seconds. I bet your car will start then.
My K Suburban engine let me down a few times, but only while I was a long way from home,
never locally. The connection had to have time to heat up and the connectors expand. The
engine would then die. Sometimes restarting immediately and going another several hundred
miles. Sometimes only going a few feet. I thought it was the fuel filter and kept changing that.
After , miles, I decided to change the fuel pump because it had always been noisy. That required
draining and dropping the 44 gallon gas tank. I discovered the electrical connection was
discolored from overheating due to a loose connection. I also applied dielectrical grease to
inhibit corrosion. That was 2 years ago. No more trouble since then. A few friends have had
similar experiences with their Suburbans, Tahoes, and pickups. Same remedy worked for them

too. Good luck! All oil filters have a check valve in them that's just for the engine SIZE. Bad fuel
pump pressure can cause that problem too. That is the worst filter you could put on. If it was
not the best,chevy would not use it. My first stop would be the dealership. If you do not want to
do that you could go to chevy. They would have all the info you need to make your decision. A
very plugged up fuel filter could do that. If your driver's side window goes down halfway and
gets stuck in a Chevy Suburban, the motor could be failing. It could also indicate the window is
off the track. There could be numerous reasons why a Suburban is making engine noise at start
up. It could be anything from a blown gasket to a spark plug. A mechanic will be able to find out
the cause of the noise. Yes, this is possible. It could be many things. Chevy it could be a
oldsmobile engine or a Chevy and ford it would be a boss engine. The Chevy Express Van could
have the 4. Mine holds 42 gallons, Yours could be different. You could have a cracked engine
block. Could be,plugged fuel filter,plugged air filter,damaged catalytic converter,restricted
exhaust,If the check engine light has or is illuminated, scan for codes. If the Suburban noise is a
sort of loud banging noise, the problem could be that the engine have jumped time. Jumping
time would cause the noise and jerking in the engine. There are a few different reasons for oil
loss in a Suburban. This could be because the oil filter needs to be replaced or the oil drain plug
needs to be replaced. If the check engine light is or has illuminated check for codes. Anything
that could cause a cylinder misfire can cause the check engine light to flash. A restricted fuel
filter is one. The engine has to be modified first. Ask Question. Fuel Filters. Chevy Suburban.
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